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ATLANTA HWY

VAUGHN RD

The River Region Trails Project envisions a 
connected, 85-mile trail network in the City 
of Montgomery. Trails will serve as ribbons 
of equity, commerce, culture, community, 
tourism, and nature that connect people to 
each other and their environment. Trails will 
connect families, neighborhoods, downtown, 
schools, colleges, natural resources, historic 
sites, retail centers, employment centers, 
and entertainment. When complete, the 
trail system will yield multiple economic, 
transportation, and health benefits for a 
sustainable Montgomery.

We envision a country where no matter where you live, or 
who you are, you can enjoy living in a place that is healthy, 
prosperous, and resilient.
—Smart Growth America
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A trail network in Montgomery will serve as 
connective tissue, linking, uniting, inviting, 
and helping to transform Montgomery into 
a 21st century city. Trails will:

• Provide transportation choices, bridging 
divides between neighborhoods and 
increasing healthy living opportunities

• Serve as recreation outlets, bringing 
people to nature and providing outdoor 
stewardship

• Build community, connecting history 
to the future and highlighting cultural 
heritage

• Support families, friendships, and 
healthy living

• Become a sustainable economic driver 
for Montgomery, retaining younger 
generations and attracting employers 
and residents 

• Elevate the outdoor recreation economy 
of Montgomery, increasing visitation 
within the state and region 

Montgomery is the birthplace of the Civil 
Rights movement. The Montgomery Bus 
Boycott catapulted a young minister, 
Martin Luther King, Jr., into the leadership 
of that movement in 1955. The Selma 
to Montgomery National Historic Trail 
is a National Park Service driving route 
that commemorates the famous 1965 
march which played a pivotal part in the 
passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. 

Montgomery’s natural heritage is also 
second to none, with the Alabama River 
traversing the city’s north side and Cypress 
Park, a water tupelo and cypress wetland, 
within walking distance of downtown. The 
trail system will provide a means to tell 
these stories.

Ultimately, Montgomery trails can be 
ribbons that weave a powerful legacy 
for current and future generations. This 
economic and health impact report presents 
an estimated snapshot of annual economic 
benefits based on similar trails in other 
southeastern United States communities. 

1 Source: US Census, American Community 
Survey data

What Trails Can Mean 
for Montgomery

46%
Nearly half of 
Montgomery 
lives within  
one-half mile of 
the proposed 
trail system...

and more than 
three quarters live 
within one mile1

78%
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It is estimated that the City of Montgomery 
will experience $18.3 million in annual 
transportation, health, environmental,  
and economic benefits with a completed 
trail network: 

$1,240,000
 in Health Benefits see page 10

$80,000
 in Environmental Benefits see page 14

$2,400,000
 in Transportation Benefits see page 16

$14,580,000
 in Economic Benefits see page 12

$4,200,000
 in Tax Revenue see page 12
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This report contains an economic and health impact analysis of the proposed 
85-mile network of trails throughout Montgomery. The analysis estimated the 
number of bicycle and pedestrian trips that might take place along the proposed 
trails, approximated the corresponding reduction in vehicle trips and vehicle miles 
traveled (VMT), and assessed the potential transportation, health, and economic 
benefits that might accrue if the system were constructed. In total, it was estimated 
that the proposed trails could generate $18,300,000 in annual transportation, 
health, and economic benefits. 

DEMAND
This analysis first examined the current 
levels of walking and biking within the 
project area. Next, to understand the 
potential demand for the proposed trail 
system, count data at 14 similar trails in 
Alabama, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, and Virginia were analyzed, 
along with a collection of trails in 
Northwest Arkansas. 

LIMITATIONS OF ANALYSIS
Even with extensive primary and 
secondary research incorporated into the 
impact analysis model, it is impossible to 
predict accurately the exact impacts of 
various factors. Accordingly, all estimated 
benefit values are rounded and should be 
considered order of magnitude estimates, 
rather than exact amounts. The estimated 
impacts reflect the benefits that may be 
experienced with the full build-out of the 
85-mile trail system. 

The report does not take into account 
other indirect economic impacts such as 
property value impacts, attraction of future 
residents, retention of current residents, 
and creation of new business and new 
jobs. For example, national studies show 
that access to a trail is associated with a 2 
to 5 percent increase in property values. 

Introduction
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A growing number of studies show that 
the design of our communities—including 
neighborhoods, towns, transportation 
systems, parks, trails, and other public 
recreational facilities—affects people’s 
ability to reach the recommended 30 
minutes of moderately intense daily 
physical activity (60 minutes for youth). 

According to the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC), “physical 
inactivity causes numerous physical and 
mental health problems, is responsible for 
an estimated 200,000 deaths per year, and 
contributes to the obesity epidemic.”1

The increased rate of disease associated 
with inactivity reduces quality of life 
for individuals and increases medical 
costs for families, companies, and local 
governments. The CDC has determined 
that creating and improving places to be 
active could result in a 25 percent increase 
in the number of people who exercise at 
least three times a week.2

The implementation of a well-designed, 
connected trail system across Montgomery 
will encourage a shift from energy-
intensive modes of transportation such 
as cars and trucks to active modes of 
transportation such as bicycling and 
walking. The impact analysis model 
evaluates and quantifies the estimated 
increase in bicycling and walking trips, the 
estimated increase in physical activity, and 
the annual savings resulting from reduced 
healthcare costs.

Downtown Montgomery’s Riverwalk attracts 
residents, visitors, and tourists with its protected 
multi-use path, year-round calendar of events, 
and family-friendly amenities.

1 U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. (1996). Physical Activity and 
Health: A Report of the Surgeon General.

2 U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. (2002). Guide to Community 
Preventive Services.

Health 
Benefits
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1 U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. (2019). 

Estimated annual health benefits for the City of 
Montgomery based on a completed network: 

Alabama health issues1: 

Estimated daily use: 

most physically 
inactive state

highest obesity 
rate in the U.S.

4,400
Pedestrians

2,400
Bicyclists

800
Newly active persons

$1,240,000
 in Health Savings

of adults 
are obese

Montgomery County has an adult 
obesity rate of 37%.

36%7th4th
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Trails create value and generate economic 
activity through recreational spending 
(bicycle rentals, sporting equipment, food 
and drink), tourism (spending by non-
local users on lodging and dining), indirect 
impacts (additional jobs and worker 
spending), sales and lodging tax revenue, 
increased property values, and property 
tax revenue. 

Trails consistently rank in the top five 
important amenities in making purchase 
decisions according to the National 
Association of Home Builders. In addition, 
trails can generate residential and 
commercial development, as seen along 
the Atlanta BeltLine Trail, Razorback 
Greenway, Swamp Rabbit Trail, and others. 

The annual economic benefits of 
bicycle tourism has been measured in 
many locations across the country:

The Outdoor Industry Association released 
a study in 2017, The Outdoor Recreation 
Economy, which found that bicycling 
participants spend $83 billion on “trip-
related” sales (bicycle tourism), and 
generate $97 billion in retail spending 
nationally. Bicycle recreation spending 
also contributes to the creation of 848,000 
jobs. Outdoor recreation makes up 2.2 
percent of GDP ($459 billion), which is 
greater than the oil and gas industry. 

The Montgomery trail system will connect 
major destinations such as the future 
Whitewater Park and downtown, enhancing 
the experience economy.

Economic 
Benefits

million
Georgia

Silver Comet Trail alone

$140 
million

Wisconsin

$533 

million
NW Arkansas

$137 
million

Iowa

$365 
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Estimated annual economic benefits 
for the City of Montgomery based on a 
completed network: 

100,000
Non-local trail 
users expected 
annually

$7,880,000
 Food/Meals

$2,000,000
 Retail

$130,000
 Bike Rental

$3,930,000
 Lodging

$4,200,000
 Tax revenue
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Bicycling and walking produce low 
land use impact, no direct air or water 
pollution, and minimal noise and light 
pollution relative to vehicular traffic and 
the infrastructure that automobile travel 
requires. As demonstrated by the Southern 
Resource Center of the Federal Highway 
Administration, when people get out of 
their cars and onto their bicycles, they 
reduce measurable volumes of pollutants.  
In addition, bicycling and walking can 
lead to improvements in water quality, as 
less automobile-related pollution flows 
into rivers and streams such as Cypress, 
Catoma, and Pintlala Creeks, and the 
Alabama River.

The City of Montgomery is situated 
along the Alabama River, which is part 
of the Mobile River Basin, one of North 
America's most biodiverse watersheds. 
E.O. Wilson called it “America’s 
Amazon”. The city has made great 
progress in connecting people to the river 
with the Riverwalk Trail. In addition, 
a unique cypress and tupelo forest 
ecosystem sits adjacent to downtown and 
the Riverwalk and would be connected 
with the proposed trail system. 

Environmental 
Benefits
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Estimated annual health benefits for 
the City of Montgomery based on a 
completed network: 

A unique cypress and 
tupelo forest, walking 
distance from downtown, 
would be connected with 
the proposed trail system. 

1,000 Metric Tons
of Carbon Dioxide Emission Reduction

$80,000
 Total Vehicle Emission Costs Reduction
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Active transportation will help the city 
diversify its transportation system 
investment. Like an effective stock 
portfolio or a well-designed computer 
system, fiscal diversification and network 
redundancy are keys to resilience and 
prosperity. A transportation network 
designed for people of all ages and 
abilities will improve flexibility and cost-
efficiency when repairs, natural disasters, 
or other closures reduce one or more 
parts’ utility.

Seven percent of households in the 
Montgomery MPO do not have access 
to a vehicle, and another 36 percent of 
households have access to one vehicle. 
Providing equitable, connected 
transportation options provides for 
safe travel to jobs and schools.1

1 U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), 
Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) and 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). 
(2002). National Household Travel Survey.

Equity is a tailored strategy that closes the gap between opportunity 
and access, ultimately eliminating privilege. It is imperative that the 
vision of our work does not perpetuate inequities by treating mobility, 
livability and safety as optional or inaccessible.

—Keith Benjamin, Charleston, SC Director of Transportation

Finally, many trips taken by car are three 
miles or less. By traveling by foot or 
bicycle, rather than in a car, citizens can 
substantially impact local traffic volumes 
and congestion. Traffic congestion reduces 
mobility, increases auto-operating costs, 
adds to air pollution, and causes stress. 

Transportation 
Benefits

7% 
of households do 
not have a car

36%
of households 
have access to 
just one vehicle
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Estimated annual transportation 
savings for the City of Montgomery 
based on a completed network: 

$150,000
Reduced traffic 
congestion costs

$890,000
Reduced vehicle 
crash costs

$350,000
Reduced road 
maintenance costs

$1,000,000
Household vehicle 
operation cost savings
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Montgomery families 
will use trails to learn 
how to bicycle, walk 
to the library, explore 
the city, grab an ice 
cream cone, go to a 
ballgame, learn about 
the environment, and 
breathe the fresh air.
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